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KENNING #52 - is being done by Jackie Causgrove, as usual, who, also as usual, resides 
in the charming dark-red brick four-family apartment building located at 6928 Alpine Ave, 
on the second floor — left as you view the building, right as you climb the stairs — 
apartment numbered '’4". This domicile lies within the corporate entity known as Silverton, 
Ohio, but due to a quirk in local customs, employs Cincinnati, OH 45236 as its address. 
You figure it out; I gave up two years ago. It is the morning of Martin Luther King’s 
Birthday as I begin work on this issue, slated for distribution with the February Mailing 
of FLAP (Fannish Little Amateur Press) as well as to a Selected List of Others. 1/15/85
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There are not enough different typefaces available for 
this machine. Particularly of the kind that will look 
all right in the 15cpi format. I've grown so accus
tomed to using Pica on Elite and Elite on Micro that 
typing at the 'normal' spacing for each daisy wheel 
has a spaced-out unreal appearance, However, 
there are only two typefaces which look good set on 
the Micron spacing: this one, Prestige Elite, and the 
one Dean ////#// complains about, Mini Gothic. That's 
not exactly a Wide Selection, folks. Not if you'd 
like to make sections of your zine clearly and dis
tinctly separate frora each other. ^Sigh* Perhaps 
other typefaces will become available, perhaps not. 
One works with v.hat one has...

Once again, the curse of a late start and lacka time 
force me to go directly to Mailing Comments. Onward!

GEGENSCIiEIN #47 
ERIC LINDSAY

Getting hard-nosed in your business dealings, eh? "No 
charge cards accepted" "No cheques" Are you setting 
up signs like that, or is it just that you wont immed
iate payment made by some form er another? I will ad
mit that the RealSoonUow credit system lacks a Certain 
Something as a business practice. I can’t quite imag
ine yon as the tough-minded businessman, though.y t 

rather attend a small convention in the Mid Vest than 
a Worldcon!? Why, Eric, I'm surprised at you. Every
one knows that the glory, the excitement, the wonder 
of a Worldcon can't be matched by anything
Udi ////'//i & At least I think you have good
taste—as well as good sense._ , ,The details of your non- 
wozking hours (at which you seem to actually 'work' at 
a much rougher pace than you imply you do at your 
place of emplyment) were enjoyable to read — some of 
the names you mentioned are becomixig more familiar to 
me as people because of your comments — but lead to 
little or no return comment. Howver.. .ginger in spa
ghetti meat sauce!?!„. , ,

Nice book once-overs (reviews is 
not quite the correct word to describe what you write). 
You make your tastes and biases clear—always helpful 
to a reader. Enjoyed your fmz once-overs, too. You 
repeated a couple here and there, and tend to be like 
me in finding something of interest in most every zine 

that comes into your mailbox —a tendency some fans call 
bhad (I don't, obviously). LoC section was too splint
ered, visually, at first for me to really enjoy it. 
The longer bits you published from roughly the mid-point 
on were much better on the eyes/brain.. . „ . T i7 Again, Good Luck
in handling the jobless life. I'll be interested in 
hearing details of how it’s working out for you...

THE VAMPIRE PRESS 28 
ARTHUR HLAVATY

Ghod, I hope I've got that damn heading down pot now...

Making one's room a No-Smoking Area during parties, when 
one is asthmatic or even simply dislikes smoky surround
ings, has never troubled me. Oh, to be sure, it does 
mean that at times I am forced to make choices, but it 
is always my choice to make—do I attend (or enter the 
room) or do I stay away. There ere some fans who make 
their entire house a No- Smoking Area. One or two of 
them have satisfactory place s near-by where one can 
light up ’safely’, but thosa are only useful in nice 
weather. Ergo, if thr weather’s cold or rainy, I do 
not attend parties at those places. My Freedom of 
Choice is not ituiibitod in the least by making that de
cision. I still can do Other Things at that time.

From 
later news releases on the subject, I gather the Teacher 
Astronaut the officials are looking for must be either 
a grammar or high school teacher. Which leaves Berna
dette out of contention. Thooie._ ,Good, snappy zine, as 
always. You do, indeed, have a talent for superficial 
conments—good superficial comments.

MISSED MAILINGS
ERIC LINDSAY

Teeth problems? *Ouch* I'm still in the process of 
ignoring some fairly sharp signals from my jaw that I 
should have some of those sorts of things looked at. 
Years ago I was Terrific at tending my teeth. Now it's 
been well over 8 years since I've seen a dentist...„7 Fanac
first, job-search second (or somewhere even later)—to 
me your priorities make sense. What's wrong with them?

Sympathies on your financial state. Expecting to have 
those savings in hand and now having to rethink the 
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sitation through is not a pleasant thing to have hap
pen, Hope you don't have to settle for a job (espec
ially if it's of the boring sort) to manage your cash
flow oroblems. Once again, Good Luck..1 5 Voting is com-
pulsary in Australia, yet you foresee fans going to a 
con rather than voting and getting "pissy little notes" 
as a result. Hum. It strifes me that "compulsary" is 
not a very definite term in that sense.T ,7 I share your
tendency in not wanting to write about The Meaning of 
It All except during those times when I'm not finding 
much Meaning in Any of It. Doesn't result in anything 
useful for a fanzine, and really not udeful for any 
other thing, though. Generally just makes me even more 
depressed. And that brings everything to a grinding 
halt. The fact that you were able to stencil that mat
erial in a depressed state is amazing to

the personal natter section of my zine has caused some 
misconceptions I see. I'v been out of my brace entire
ly since July 12th. As of January 2nd I've been going 
to a Physical Therapist to strengthen my right arm and 
back muscles involved in pulling motions. Currently, 
I'm able to lift a 2 lb. weight with my right arm at
tended, in a full arc, though the 3 lb. weight mates 
me stall out completely a third of the way up. There 
are few things which make you feel as foolish as not 
being able to simple things lite that (or open heavy 
doors, or a few other things) when you appear to be a 
perfectly healthy person... The weekly visits and 
daily exercises seem to be helping, though. Two weeks 
ago I couldn't lift the 2 lb. weight. The paid factor 
is the Big Problem, and seems to be one I will simply 
have to learn to live with. No Big Deal, since I've 
coped with a great amount of that since reaching ny 
late twenties or so anyway. It's more a matter of re
establishing old patterns after having ny hopes raised 
far more than I should have allowed them to be.

JEAN S
BIT -- Sorry your pages printed so lightly. I don’t 
know if it was the brand of stencils you used or not 
enough pressure on the keys, but what you see is the 
clearest that would print (and I had to clean gobs of 
ink off the Gestetner afterward from over-inking so 
much trying to get more readable copy...). Hope the 
problem doesn't repeat itself, 
r r What is the function of
a roofless porch (and thanks for translating "pergola" 
for us!)? I assume that your weather is dependably dry 
to mate such an addition worthwhile. I lite screened- 
in porches or patios, because of the night-flying in
sects We have in this area of the country—mainly mo
squitoes. A CFG couple—Ric and Diane Bergman—bought 
a house way East of Cincinnati that has a delightful 
screened-in patio. Since they are one of those people 
who don't allow smoking in their home, it's wonderful 
having a Neat Place like their patio where the smokers 
can congregate' ,, , , ,,Thanks for the explanation of how the
"dole" works, "rates" I had figured out. The "super" 
that Eric has reminds me somewhat of the IRA system now 

2;

popular in this country—Individual Retirement Account. 
Employer-paid retirement plans go under the same term 
here as Social Security payments—"pensions", but IRAs 
are paid for by the person, with a maximum amount per
mitted to be added yearly, and have the side benefi t 
of being excluded as current income for tax purposes, 
instead having the amounts taxed in the future, when 
the expected rate should be much lower because of re
duced income. (Of course, if a Flat Tax gets put in, 
as some politicos desire, that benefit would disappear).

Amen to your suggestion to vote for JONI STOPA FOR DUFF 
if people have not already done so. DUFF ballots were 
included with the last FLAP Mai ling ...(hint-hint).

THE DILLINGER RELIC 37 
ARTHUR HLAVATY

Why do I keep getting this feeling that I'm writing/tRe 

same people over and over again?,, .
r r ” How do you pronounce

NY*SFS — "Nize-fiss" or "Niss-fiss", or something com
pletely different?,„ . „T., . .r 7 While the quote It s a poor tool
that blames its worker" has a nice ring to it, I would 
rather be growled at by a computer-screen message than 
have a chunk of flesh removed, which is a likely poss
ibility when some tools are used incorrectly. Pain to 
my ego I prefer to pain to ny body.,, _7 r r 77 your mention of the
Pig Pickin' party that David Drake hosted reminds me 
of the newspaper account of our local NOW (Nat'l Organ
ization of Women) chapter and its gift of a pig to an 
Ohio US Representative. The paper stated that the 
gift was given a few days before New Year's Day, and 
that Rep. Lufen could enjoy the traditional ham then 
for his holiday meal. All I could think of after read
ing that piece was that Lufen must have access to the 
world's shortest curing process...„ \

. .Congrats on winning.
(if that's the word) the Airpiahe Passengers' Lottery 
(if that's the word). Now where are you going to go 
on your free round-trip flight? Mil'Nii

Dave and I went out shopping and bought a VCR, too—a 
Sanyo, like you did. It was all due to precognition. 
We "knew" that Bill Bower^ machine—which he lends us 
during his various trips—was about to Break Down. We 
also bought two cases-plus of tapes within three weeks 
of that purchase, and have been having a fine time Time 
Shifting TV programs we want to watch but are unable 
to because of visits or phone calls or whatever. While 
we still aren't tempted to get cable service—too many 
fan friends are willing to tape programs for us-?the 
machine has already developed an unexpected reflex in 
both of us. Our index fingers twitch whenever a com
mercial comes oh the TV screen—even when we're watch
ing in "real time" as opposed to "shifted time",. It's 
almost enough to make us tape everything for later 
viewing, not just those which come on. at inconvenient 
times. Is your machine VHS or Beta? Ours is the lat
ter...
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ANIMAL HOUSE is one of those films which offers no re
deeming virtues, social or otherwise, to excuse its 
existence. It's also a tremendously triffic, howl- 
ingly funny movie. It and GHOSTBUSTERS made me whoop 
with laughter, and there are too dam few films that 
can make me do that.

WHISTLE POST #8 
JODIE OFFUTT

As you can see, the electrostenciller dropped a lot 
of detail from "Macandy’s" Icgo/illo. May I suggest 
larger dots in that background which printed as solid 
black? Using a slightly less-condensed typeface for 
the lettering of your name is another suggestion. As 
you know, I'm tickled by andy's obvious delight in 
his new M business machine

Now that we have a car 
(oops, don't think I've mentioned that purchase up to 
now. It's an '81 Dodge Aries-K, in beautiful shape, 
with lots-n-lots of miles on it (pushing 78,000 real 
hard now), but which has been nicely maintained. Got 
a nice deal on it too, so our payments are only a bit 
over $93 a month, about twice what we paid per month 
to rent a car for two days.)—to return to my original 
thought-perhaps Dave and I can drive over some nice 
spring day and latch our eyeballs onto your Dream 
Kitchen and other nifty Remodeling Projects. Congrats 
in getting everything done. Bet you won't miss the 
mess one little bit.,,., , . , ,working out on bondage equip
ment" made me grin. Vw'v: so righij a lot of that 
body-building stuff does look like the answer to a 
S-M freak’s prayers!„ — ,

Now, now, Jodie. You must learn 
to handle Wixon's teasing in a more adult manner. 
Crying for try help is of no use. Now blow your nose 
and get back in there and kick the bugger...-. , & 00 Did you
get a copy of Chuck Holst's personalzine? I liked 
it, even though I'm not into the things he is, like 
canoing or cross-country skiing, he made it sound 
interesting. I guess it was because his enjoyment of 
those activities came through so clearly.- , J Perhaps your 
friends could purchase a used cash-only tollbooth 
from the Bluegrass ////Freeway, add that onto their 
house, and develop a bit of side income...,, ’ r Hope you
and andy and the brood had a good time over the Holi
days. I know DaveLo really enjoyed seeing his son.

WHIMQUIRK IV 
AL CURRY

I dunno, Al. Generally you seem to have a level head 
on your shoulders, but this passion you display for 
Winter is beyond all coirprehension. To me wintertime 
is what makes Spring and Fall such nice seasons...! 
think it's a pretty time of the year, but gads, it's 

too damn cold! (I know; you think it's merely refresh
ingly 'brisk'. *Sheesh*) .,

Bombing the Electoral College 
seems like a ghood idea. Normally I'm against violence 
but that Institution is a special case, sort of like 
exorcizing demons.- .... . . „Good luck m the writing biz. Ihe 
segments I've read of SNAPSHOT sure seem good to me. 
Now if you can only manage to finish it....

THE FRONTIER ALIEN #25^ 
JUDY 'KAJ' STEVENS

Hope that doing the Christmas Cringe didn't cramp you 
up too badly. This 'Anniversary' card was cute...

YOUNG LUSTRUM (31 FZ) 
MARTY HELGESEN

"Young Lustrum"? I didn't know lustrums came in ages. 
Hmm, that didn't read right at all. I meant that I 
didn't think lustrums were measured in years. Naw, 
that still isn't it. Phooie on it. You know what I 
mean. Doncha?_ . . .Interesting article you excerpted here. 
I've met people like that, who feel they don't warrant 
acclaim that they've obviously (to everyone but them
selves at least) earned. It sure does seem puzzling. 
Complimenting such people really makes them squirm in 
acute agony. Sad.„ _ , -- £., ....J Cute take-off on film titles 

on the "stiff sentence" for stealing cadavers’your 

suggestion to Arthur really made my eyebrows climb. 
Are you serious? He should 'defend' his property by 
pissing on it? Well, what the hey. If it works... 

On the genocide discussion you're having with Arthur: 
may I interject the comment that I recall reading that 
many of the victims killed after the Communist take
over in Vietnam, as well as a goodly percentage of the 
Boat People and other refugees, were of Chinese de
scent? There were some 'racial' overtones to the 
violence, by Vietnamese lights, at least. (And, of 
course, assuming that ny recollection of the news 
accounts is correct.)- . . ..

Re yet Wixon: you spelled it 
wrong. It should be "Yuck for okra collating.

local Cincy station played AOs and 50s music, and had 
a reasonably large, loyal audience. (Mike Resncik 
was among them.) However they’ve switched formats in 
the past month or so and now play 50s, 60s, and 70's 
'Golden Oldies' instead. I haven't tuned in (I didn’t 
before, either), but that doesn't sound any different 
from the other stations to me...T r .. .I fail to see any sign 
of prejudgement on Suzi's part when she asked you for 
"ammo pro or con" in her ongoing discussions with 
others who are talking about predestination. She is 
asking for thought-provoking, stimulating ideas to 
bring into her conversations on the topic. Or so I 
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read her words as saying.. The only way she 'prejudged' 
you was in assuming you'd have something to add.^ 

never heard of trains stopping along their routes in 
order to adjust their schedules for the hour gained 
when resuming Standard Time, and find the problem of 
how things like train schedules are handled when the 
cycle reverses to be fascinating. You will keep an 
eye out for further revelations on this topic, won't 
you?

MUGGINS' MUGGLES Al® MUBBLEFUBBLES #26 
MIKE SHOEMAKER

You felt that TEMPLE OF BOOM wasn' t very good and so 
skipped it because you didn't want to be disappoint
ed? The only way I could see you being disappointed 
in that case would be if it were an enjoyable film 
for you, in which case your expectations would've 
been unfullfilled, That sort of disappointment I 
wouldn*t mind having..._ , , ,, ,

Thanks for the address and 
titles of the books. I'll pass it on to my son-in- 
law, Greg.

FOUR WHITE ROSESLON ATKINS
Well, I guess we can all forgive you for being negli
gent of your apafanac during the past few months—I 
don't really see similar situations being bound to 
occur all that often. But let's try a bit harder to 
get our act straightened up, eh?„ .6 & your trip to New Or
leans sounded delightful. Perhaps if N.O. wins the 
Worldcon bid for '83, I might finally see that city.
I understand that John Guidry heads the committee; 
did Guy have anything to say about it to you?^

One thing 
has tweaked my curiosity — did you ever manage to 
down all those bottles of champagne? Or are you keep
ing some in reserve?. . , , ,

Good luck, in your newest venture:

JUXTAPROSE JOURNAL #20 hops) 31 

SUS STEEL

That list of traits for discerning an Alien from us 
real-type Humans was weird. Were they describing 
Nerds, Regular Folks, or what? I think almost every
one has encountered co-workers who fit several of 
those categories. I think almost everyone I know 
fits into at least some of those categories. ’Er,
Suzi, if you suspect that all clarinet players even
tually come to look like Lloyd, I think I’d rush to 
find a different hobby. Not to slight Lloyd, of 
course, but you'd look silly in a bow tie, not to 
mention the VdltiM thinning hair.„, , , ,

Glad that you had a 
good reunion Back Home, and even gladder that you 
seem to realize that the nostalgic memories so often 

dear to one's heart aren't necessarily reflections 
'reality'. Knowing that doesn't make the memories 
less treasured. That old tree, for instance, will 
the same it always was in your mind's eye

of
any 
be

be‘Choosing
tween the reunion and Chambanacon must've been awful 
for you. What poor timing...

THE BIG BRONZE FAKE #24
DAVE WIXON

The fruity flavor to your colophon must have been caus
ed by an over-exposure to the Holiday Baking Season, 
no? I mean, I'm assuming there was some sort of reason 
behind it.. . ,, . .. . . . .I don t really require that a character be 
fully fleshed-out in order to be 'memorable'. The 
Mule, to me, is Asimov's 'most' memorable character, 
though he's created other ones. Y'know, I didn't 
think of his Baley character because I hadn't partic
ularly liked it. I do know what you mean about his 
creations being made of cardboard, though. That's a 
fairly common fault of many SF (and mainstream) writ
ers. Whether a character sticks in one's mind has far 
more to do with the reader than it does with the writ- 
ex’' • TMHO •‘ ‘Kids? Who's so young in this apa that the 
phrase "good shew" wouldn't instantly conjure up Ed 
Sullivan—or any of the many impressions of him that 
have been done throughout the years?,.

What sort of a 
machine do you have, that you're able to hold it in 
your lap while you type? I couldn't do that very well 
even in the Oide Days when I used an. Olympia portable. 
(I could do it, it just wasn't because I liked it but 
because there was no table-space at Hie given time.) 
Right now, considering how much it bothers my back to 
sit at the deck and type, I'd love to be able to pick 
cut at a zine from the comfort of my lounging spot.

One of the differences I’ve' noted about Southern cons 
(and one which undoubtedly appeals to writers) is the 
way they fawn over authors. In this neck of the woods 
they're more apt to be treated like one of the gang, 
or just another fan, but the Suth’n fen treat them 
royally, like Special Persons. It's gotta be heady 
stuff... I don't mean to denigrate anyone by saying 
that, it's just a strange thing to see after so many 
years of con-attending. To me Gordy is one of my 
first-met fan friends. Our initial encounter was at 
a party in Leigh Couch's room at PeCon in '71. Sure, 
I'd read some of his novels, but he came across as a 
Fan, first and foremost, rather than a Pro.T,I m not 
much on haunting huckster rooms at cons (be honest: 
you're generally sleeping while they’re, open, Jackie) 
and the one I saw at Windycon made try eyes bug cut. 
Hardly anyone was selling books. However, no one had 
"exotic ladies' undergarments*'for sale, so perhaps, it 
might have seemed old hat and stale to newer fens. I 
am sorta curious, though, why would anyone think that 
merchandise suitable for sale at an SF con?
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Backtracking to an earlier comment, about tlie hostess 
working at the hotel restaurant sho refused to seat 
Suzi, Dotti, and yourself because of Suzi’s dress; it 
was amusing to hear Suzi describe her adventures with 
tne same person, at the same hotel restaurant (The 
Jolly Miller, located in the Plymouth Hilton near Aim 
Arbor, Michigan) over Confusion weekend. This time a 
large group of fans, well over a dozen I gather, went 
to dine, and Suzi, of course, 'wore a Revealing Gown 
(//// /// /Mi M' The hostess again
gaped—but this time there was little she could say 
because all the other females in tire party were dress
ed in equaliy/t^not more so) clothing. The hostess 
obviously recalled Suzi, and made some sort of cut
ting comment, but she had to admit Suzi or ban the 
entire party'. Business at the Jolly Miller in late 
January is not that good... Though it was a minor 
victory for Our Suzi, it galls one to think she liad 
to be in the midst of a large group in order to be 
allowed to patronize a business.

Tire way 1 participate 
in conventions has changed over the years, too. I 
still enjoy them as much—perhaps even more so in 
some ways—but the activity has been changed. I wo 
longer attend many room parties; the largish, mob- 
scene sort is what I refer to. That’s mostly because 
of riy back. I can't simply perch on the edge of a 
bed or a corner of some piece of hotel furniture and 
be comfortable for more than a minute or two. It 
makes me feel fumy if someone sees me and makes a 
Big Deal about suggesting otriers from their
seats so that I may use a chair sit with, pillows 
behind my back against tire headboard of a bed (I find 
it quite embarrassing in fact, being the soft of per
son who prefers to sit and observe rather tlian be set 
into a position of High Visibility and be observed). 
I'd much rather sit in a room with four to ten others 
and talk where we all can be comfortable and where no 
one is disconvenienced. I find myself thusly skip
ping tire usual Saturday Night Party Crawl Scene and 
heading for wherever the poker game is being held. 
There I can sit in relative comfort, talk and inter
act with fans in reasonable numbers, and enjoy myself 
without feeling singled out (although I do twinge 
more than a bit when people loudly ask players to 
-help Jackie reach across the table—she. can't do it, 
you know". *cringe*). I seldom attend programming, 
but that's fairly typical among long-time con-goers. 
There's darn little you haven't seen or heard discus
sed at panels and such; it's nicer just to have a 
chat with friends in some corner of the lobby or con- 
suite (assuming neither place is overly crowded). I 
can envision the day when I might carry a rocking 
chair along with my luggage and simply park myseif in 
some out-of-the-way nook, sit back and watch the 
goings-on, and' Mt dream of Bygone Days. -Sigh'*

PREPARATTQ’ G
DEAN GREUELL

OopsS I should've checked the stencil-scale before 
starting on your zine. I’m sure I could've stretched 
out tty comments to DaveW for a few more lines. Sorry 
for that layout gaffe..._ _ ,

use ret j times, I ve heard fans 
mention their opinions about the election results (poli
tics being a generally-avoided topip of conversation 
in famish circles), it's beea/a tw^ture of resigna
tion and bemused surprise at the strength of Reagan's 
support. Hi the insular fawnish community, where con
servatives seem to be in the minority—a situation 
which reflected the rational Norm it was thought—it 
came as a rude shock to see so many cast ballots in 
behalf of an administration which presents itself as 
being so arch-conservative. I heard a lot of sighing 
both at Octccoii and Confusion, as well as locally. Of 
course, by "a lot" I mean perhaps eight or nine fans 
even mentioned the election., ,

Anent your DMV Horrccracy 
tale—t4ien I moved to California in 1977, I blithefully 
went in. and took their written drivers license exam 
witlwut glomrning onto a copy of that state's Rules of 
the Road. I passed, all right, but I missed two ques
tions. Both of ’em concerned legal limits regarding 
distance—one regarding when to dim your brights and 
the other about room between vehicles or something like 
that. Both try errors were made on the side of wre, 
or longer, distances (I high-beam lights glaring
in my eyes in front of me or reflected off my rear-view 
mirror, and I tail-gaters...too often the
same culprit is guilty of both acts). It seemed odd 
to me that it wasn't whether you understood the reasons 
for various limits to be placed—safety—but whether 
the driver-to-be knew the legal minimums. Oh well, I 
passed, and the hassle wasn't all that much, really. 
Guess I was lucky to have tried your state's system be
fore tiie influx of nm-English-speaking public servants.

LAST STAGE FOR SILVW’ORLD #22 
BRUCE ARTHURS

j , r'.fw. # rfte ■. 1 A *5. *T> e nr* e* ri ez

I keep trying to come up with a pun on Post-Partum. 
Blues to describe the "Blarghs" you mention that hit 
one after a convention. "Post-Coii Blues" hasn't any 
snap to it, and "Post-Conitai Blues" the wrong sort of 
connotation. Any suggestions?T .. , „ tI mentioned to Rusty,at 
Confusion, that Marty Cantor was going to publish your 
"memoirs" of Iguanacori and its attendant hassles. Re 
seemed surprised. He had thought you already liad done 
so in a zine of some years back. I said I thought it 
was because of tlie lolding back of some material you 
now could talk about, and charges in viewpoint tliat 
have occured in tine interim. lie seemed mildly inter
ested in seeing the results... _ ,, ,

Reading of all the goocues 
you fed to the convention gofers at LACou made ne a 
mite hungry. Smoked turkey? Smoked beef? Soups? I 
hope tliat sort of fare becomes typical as coti-worloer 
fodder—it could help raise the level of tlie species. 
Fans illicit vie for perqs such as that!:
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Good Luck in your search for new quarters. May For
tune smile on you as sweetly as it seened to for Lon 
slid ie o o o°° “ROGUE? We’ve lost another fan to computer 
games?! Cli, say it isn't so, Lruce!

SEVEN DEERS WITH HE TO Wt-JAN 
ROY TAQGTT

Your title sounds like a Jiirr^ Euffett song-title. Is 
it a "real* title, or one you made up?„ , . .

J 1 You trunk we
enjoy being OEs? Well, I’ll admit there are aspects 
to the job which are nicer than others, but overall 
I've liad more fun fan jobs. I think the best perq 
associated with being OE is that one gets first look 
at what's coming in and is therefor more apt to pro
duce a zine of one's own. I know my participation 
wouldn't be as heavy if I didn't share this slot with 
DaveL.v , . .

You ve hit tne two main reasons I cislike the 
draft registration law—the Lack of any legislation 
establishing a National Draft, and the ignoring of 
women in the registration requirements. tain't fair, 
Boss....„,

1 ve heard that same thing; that editors/pub- 
iishers won't accept dot-matrix manuscripts, but from 
tiie remarks of a few writers I know, it isn't strictly 
true, ihgh-resolution dot-matrix Nss. are okay, and 
it helps a lot ( a real lot) if you've been published 
before—the better selling your previous material has 
h^en, the more lenient the "rules", lot much differ
ent ^rom Real Life, is it? (I should add tljat I dis- 
like dot-matrix, too; although I find that when set 
up in 10-cpi format and tlsen reduced, the' improvement 
brings it into the realm of acceptability.!

Tie air pol
lutions the local paper lias begun a series on tree- 
die-off in our area caused by acid rain. Seems the 
damages caused by the past twenty years or so are only- 
now becoming evident. As one Forester said, -It takes 
twenty years for a slow-growing, long-Lived tree to 
show how badly it's been hurt.- Trees which should 
live until they're 200 or 3CC years old are dying off 
in 50 seasons. I've noted the odd look to the wooded 
areas around our local highways—lots of yellowing 
brandies ano funny-looking green. Like a sick chick
en's liver lodes 'funny'. It's become quite striking 
in just the past three years...

I chuckled at the re- 
port you made about the error on your offspring’s air
line ticket. DaveL ran into a similar, though not 
identical, glitch. Seems on his son Brian's return 
ticket home, they had booked him for a flight to Cleve
land (or somesuch city) aid then right back to Cincin
nati! Ko wonder passengers get dizzy...

NIHIL NEQUAM #2

,. YaleF Edeiken

Okay, I forgot to check 'die stencil-scale again. You 
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got advance reverse by writing your name 'die way you 
did. Made me change my format, you did. "YALEF" lias 
a weird look to it. I’m going to type it as plain ole 
"YALE" from now on. There's no other Yale in this'ere 
apa to confuse you with. <Grun»t_

“ Ine way your wore 
processor justifies the lines of your text looks odd. 
The spacing gets more cramped the further along it 
goes. Is that a programming error made by the manu
facturer and/or is there any way to get around it? I 
get the feeling that I'm holding die page at an angle. 

"Karoly & llaroly, P.C." khat's the "P.C.'' stand for? 
Partners in Crime?- , , ... „

I cunno about holaing the line it 
is virtually impossible to hold a good Convention in 
inferior surroundings" as a Truism. I recall some 
darn good cons that were held in rather—well ’wwt£igy' 
is perhaps too strong a term— er...'less-than-adequate' 
facilities. The early Chambanacons—outdoor room en
trances in late ifovember aren't really Top Drawer, y' 
know—were fun nevertheless, as well as some of the- 
other Relaxicons of the 70s. I think the formality 
of the convention—the level of its programming and 
such—is the deciding factor on the relative import 
of tiie condition of tiie facilities in which its held. 
(I must admit though, that dangerous elevators would 
be a bad mark against any convention site.)
—Hope to 

see more LCs next mailing..

SLOW DJINN #26
DATO LOCKE

Iliya, Hon. Whatcha doing at tiie back of the W/Mlg. 
with us Lesser Folk? It doesn’t feel right to see 
your zine elsewhere than towards the front.

Hmm. I 
reac. through this zine. Giuckled in spots, nodded my 
head in agreement m spots, shook my head in disagree
ment in spots, and ended up without a single comment 
to make save for the fact I Lave no comments. Blame 
it on the Blarghs, I guess.... As good a reason as 
any. daybe next Mig.? Please! Put down that bottle 
of corflu!! .

Think I “11 give this Courier 12 printwheel a workout 
and do up a con report (of sorts) about Confusion.

Bill Bowers had slated his fifteenth annish of GOT- 
WMLS for the weekend of January 25-27, 1985. He 
managed, by dint of going without needed rest or sleep 
during periods when allergies/illness indicated the 
need of such things, to produce 60pp of zine in 19 
days. I ran more electrostencils in that period -than 
I think I have all year (a slight exaggeration, but 
only slight), and I wasn't feeling so hot, either. He 
left our place past midnight on the 24th and was to 
pick me up for the drive up to Ann Arbor the next day.

I misinterpreted his "I "11 be up around noon'1 to mean 
that he would collate copies of Or? that night and was 
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planning on waking up around noon. It turned out to 
be a fortuitous misunderstanding—he had meant that 
he’d be up to Dave’s and my apartment around noon. 
Since I wasn’t really expecting him until two o’clock 
or so, the fact that he was an hour and a half 1ata 
didn’t distress ne. With seme people I tend to get 
worried if they're fifteen minutes late; with Rill, 
I don't even get a bit antsy until it's past two hours 
of his scheduled arrival. It’s a simple matter of ad
justing to personal idiocyncracies...

We hit the road at 3:45 P.M. The day was cold and 
crisp, the sun was shining, the roads were clear. We 
thought we'd reach Ann Arbor around 8:00 or so. Ha!

Just past the 1-275 loop we began to notice strips of 
snow which had drifted across the road. Within five 
miles those strips became 6" and 8" drifts which en
croached into the far ri^it lane. The wind had pick
ed up and visibility was reduced to about 500 feet. 
Ten miles up the highway matters worsened. It began 
to snow—-not very hard, but accompanied with the blow
ing snow from the ground, we had Whiteout conditions. 
The entire road surface was snow-oovered. Cars, vans, 
and semi-trailer trucks littered the median strip and 
both sides of the Interstate. Tow trucks and ambu
lances were out in force. Cops were all over the 
place. Traffic-—strangely heavy for a non-Holiday 
weekend-slowed to a crawl, 25 rrph or less for mile 
after mile. When Bowers tried to pass an even slower- 
moving truck, the Buick started fishtailing on the 
now icy highway. Smiling, as it to reassure him that 
I wasn’t as nervous as 1 really was, I reached over 
and drew out the seatbelt. -Nothing personal...11 I 
said. A minute or so later I heard a 'click' from 
his side of the front seat. (It was apparent from 
the fit of his belt that he'd never put it on since 
he'd acquired the car in 1982. Trying to adjust the 
darn buckle distracted his attention frem the hazard
ous roadway. I shut ny eyes. Not a darn thing else 
I could do in that situation.)

We slipped and slid up the exit ramp at Wapakoneta. 
Mile 111 of the freeway, roughly 100 miles from where 
we got on. It usually takes a bit under two hours to 
reach that point—it's where Spacecons are held each 
July, so we were quite familiar with normal timing— 
it had taken us over 2 hours and 45 minutes to reach 
it. As we entered a Wendy's Hamburger place, we both 
were shaking our heads.

As we ate, Bill pondered. He certainly didn't want 
to backtrack along the same route we had just taken. 
Perhaps we'd be smarter to just sign in at the Space- 
con hotel, give up the idea of reaching Ann Arbor, 
and go back heme the next day. I said it was up to 
him; he was the one who had to drive through that 
mess. We reminisced over similar trips taken through 
snowstorms. I said it was too bad we weren't cara
vanning with Mike Harper—his attitude had cheered us 
immensely the last time we'd been in a similar situ
ation. Harper looks at such things as a Personal Dare, 

a challenge issued by the Elements. Of course that 
had been semething like a decade in the past—all of 
us were older, less reckless, and far more sedate.

We noticed that the snow didn't seem to be blowing as 
much, though the way the glass windows bent inward 
informed us that the wind hadn't died down. At least 
it wasn't snowing any more. Bill shrugged as we wad
ded up the papers fron our hamburgers. Might as well 
give it another try—if we couldn't make it we could 
possibly reach Findlay further up the road and perhaps 
find crash space with Roger and Sandy Reynolds.

About twelve miles past Wapakoneta, conditions eased 
up. The clouds rolled back, the stars glittered in 
their usual wzreathe across the night sky. The road 
wasn't clear, by no means, but it was just normal 
rotten wintertime driving, sanething we were both very 
used to.

That normally-five-hour drive tock us over eight and 
a half. Both of us looked ragged when we walked into 
the Plymouth Hilton, at a quarter past midnig!it. Bill 
signed into the roan he was sharing with Bill Cavin, 
and I had the desk clerk ring up Martha Beck's and 
Mary Price's roan. A few minutes later I was getting 
ny allotment of hugs and strokes, and swearing "Never 
Again." After unwinding a bit, I suggested that we 
go up to the con suite where I could get a beer (sorely 
needed at that point). Martha and Mary went upstairs, 
and I took the other elevator downstairs to Operations, 
where late-comers could register (that's a practice 
I'd like to see more cons adept, particularly the ones 
wiiich require proof of membership before you can get 
into programming or con-suite areas).

Upstairs, the con-suite was janmed. I (literally) ran 
into Lynn Hickman as I entered, and he offered to 
give me his half-full glass (paper cup, really) of 
beer and get me a fresh one. The chairs and couch were 
filled, so I scooted atop the unused TV set—a large 
console which I've never seen used—thankfully—at 
Confusions. My head was going around and I fought to 
focus on the faces milling about. Brian Earl Bram 
cane up and we talked about health and other problems 
for a bit. He'd sent me a card asking if I'd do sore 
illos for an up-coming TAFF-related zine, and I told 
him I'd be glad to, if he'd send me a xerox of one of 
the articles. I far prefer to illo to order—ny stock 
of 'ideas' having been used up quite seme time ago (it 
never was very large to: feegin with). Talked to Hick
man and Martha and Fred Prophet, a Canadian fan whose 
face is familiar but whose name I don't know, and said 
a brief hello • to Glicksohn. By 4 A.M. I was more- 
than-ready to surrender for the night.

I woke far too early, but couldn't get back to sleep, 
so got up shortly before ten—then it took a good hour 
to get washed up and dressed (traffic was heavy that 
morning). I sorted through the batch of ETTLEs and 
WIMPY ZONE WARRIORS I'd brought for the names of fans 
I'd seen around the night before and went down to the 
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lobby and programming area. Went into the Hucksters’ 
Rocm and stopped to chat with Howard DeVore for awhile, 
then nded about to pass out the zines. (Got a good 
deal of positive feedback—including postage donations 
—from several people.) Decided to go up to the con- 
suite after a stop off at the room in order to pick 
up copies for fans I"d seen that morning, and ran into 
(not literally) Suzi Stefl—who looked like a Smart, 
Young Businesswoman in jacket, plain blouse and tan 
slacks—just short of the elevator area. We stood and 
talked for awhile, then Lloyd Biggie came up in his 
overcoat, asking if anyone wanted to go out to eat. 
It was far too early in the day for me, but Suzi de
cided to join him and left to get her coat. Lloyd 
moved farther up the lobby to recruit more hungry fans. 
Larry Tucker passed by as I stood up (I’d sat dawn on 
the rim of the planter-box that blocks the center of 
the hall at that point) and suggested I care into one 
of the conference roans to view a showing of UNCLE AL
BERT'S #2 (he's changed the name from "video fanzine" 
to semething else, but be damned if I can recall what 
it was. Looked like an UNCLE ALBERT'S to me...) that 
featured an interview—a taped press conference, really 
—with Ray Bradbury. It was a good tape, enjoyable, 
and I intend to send up a blank tape and $2.50 for a 
copy RealSoonNow.

The tape finished and I glanced at ny watch. Only 45 
minutes before the infamous Fan GoH panel was
to begin. Martha had told me as she passed in the 
lobby that she was going to lie down for awhile. I 
thought I'd better go up to wake her—we were supposed 
to meet in the Green Room fifteen minutes before the 
panel's start.

We two were the first ones to arrive. Bill Cavin came 
in a few mcments later, and Glicksohn wasn't far be
hind. Nancy Tucker walked in, toting two bowling bags. 
Seemed that Ro Lutz-Nagey had injured his back again 
(he'd tom out all the muscles on one side of his spine 
a couple of months earlier, and had re-injured it) and 
was confined to total bed rest (a B*O*R*I’>N>''G state of 
affairs, as I can attest). He'd phoned Nancy and ask
ed her to substitute for him—this was his first Miss 
on the GoH panel. Nancy had practiced juggling three 
beanbags—necessary to any inpersonation of Ro—and 
had brought the bowling balls (another stunt of Cosmos 
& Chaos' act) as a closing schtik. Lifting two of 
them was as far as she intended to go in that part of 
her stint. As is usual, we tried to find people to 
stand-in for missing former fan GcHs, and Larry Tucker 
volunteered to be Scott Ines—another video freak. We 
kept looking toward the door for the current GcH, who 
was totally unknown to any of us. Five minutes after 
the panel was due to start, we wandered over to the 
scheduled site—still no Fan GoH in sight. Again, as 
usual, we milled about trying to figure out how tilings 
would be handled—there were 9 of us, not counting the 
absent current GcH, and four chairs on the dias... 
Glicksohn had brought along an ice-bucket of beer—

Ro or some other fan would normally supply us with cans 
of brew to fortify we nervous fen, but Nancy couldn't 
be expected to fill-in/a21 regards. Since there was 
only draft beer available in the con-suite, Mike had 
grabbed the most convenient container, and poured out 
allotments as the need arose.

Twr cty minutes after the panel was slated to begin, a 
concern person brought in the Fan GoH-—no one had told 
her about the panel...

.ini ia Ecklar is an example of the New Breed of fan. 
Her interests were in the areas of filksinging (Martha 
heard her and said she had a wonderful voice), ocraix, 
and media (films and TV). She had never heard of us 
(Howard DeVore, Mike Glicksohn, Bill Bowers, Ro Lutz- 
Nagey, r.yself, Scott Imes, Elliot Shorter, David Innes, 
Neil Rest, Bill Cavin, or Martha Beck), nor any of us 
had heard of her. Someone asked her to guess who be
longed to which name (namecards were sitting on the 
panel table) and a New Schtik was born. She misread 
the italic °l's of Bowers'card as "Biff Bowers”—it 
fit in seme perverse way, and I fear he'll he called 
Biff for seme time to cane. Then semeone asked her how 
she had cone into fandom and she told us... For the 
next 45 minutes we learned where this New Breed sprang 
frem. It Depressed ire.

Julia seemed a bright, personable, extremely enthusi
astic person, but her view of fandom—a route to get 
to Bigger and Better Things, like professional sing
ing careers—certainly wasn’t the one I held, nor did 
the majority of ny fannish friends. She told of being 
counseled by Wendy Pini—a graphics artist who produces 
the EIFQUEST series of Graphic Arts books—on 
how to -scrape off- early fannish mentors, who could 
do one no further good, fran one's feet. (Bowers im
mediately picked up on that phrase.. .stay tuned for 
new Glicksohn-insults,) Fanzines, to her, were places 
where fan-written fiction appeared—she had never seen, 
a 'real' fanzine...

Martha and I decided to go up to the roan and try to 
nap before the banquet—I was feeling so glim I sure 
didn't want to see anyone at that time. Of course we 
didn’t sleep>—sat and talked about this-n-that for an 
hour or so instead—but the respite helped. After 
changing clothes, we wandered back downstairs with 
Mary, who had joined us in the meantime. The banquet 
roan was only half-filled with tables, and we managed 
to get one directly in front of the speaker's table. 
The food was different frem the usual Confusion fare- 
chicken cordon bleu rather than duckling 1'orange—and 
except for the featured entree (tough and dry) was ex
cellent. Hie "speeches", however, weren't. Pro GcH, 
Alan Dean Foster/ copped-out. He bought a copy of the 
U.S. National Budget and read what seemed to him to 
be outrageous titles of financial bodies, ripped out 
the pages, and announced he'd 'saved' the Government 
over 84 billion dollars. ’Hirk* Several people walked 
out. The Toastmaster—Marty Burke—was a virtual non-
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fan. His only connection was appearing late in the 
evening for filksings after his barroan gigs were 
over after 2:30 A.M. However, he did a most credif- 
able job as Toastmaster, tossing out jokes and having 
done his hemework on the people he had to introduce. 
(I kept trying to envision him paired up with Curry— 
he specializes in Irish and Folk music, too.)

Following the banquet, I went up to the con-suite for 
awhile. Stepped off at the roan to get more zines, 
of course, and passed most of them out—managed to 
reach all but two who were in attendance frcmuy list, 
and gave out two/^o^T^Sn't expected to meet. Fans 

were milling about, setting their agendas for which 
parties to go to that evening (I’d guess about a doz
en or so were scheduled) and/or building up restaur- 
ant safari crews (6:CXI is too early to hold a banquet. 
You finish just about when most others are getting 
hungry). The con-suite was full, but not packed like 
it usually was. Martha and I managed to get a seat 
at the table near the hot-dog/egg-roll serving area, 
and talked to whoever seemed interesting or interest
ed as they came by. Dick Smith and Leah Zeldes were 
hosting a Martini Party in their roan. Though they 
had only the gin martinis to offer—and I loathe gin 
—it was serving also as an engagement party of sorts, 
so I stopped in for a few minutes. Without anything 
potable to drink, and since it was a non-smoking area, 
I didn’t stay long.

Suzi had been trying to gather up warm bodies for an 
early start to the poker game, which was being held in 
sane dim, dark recess of the hotel, an area Beyon the 
Swimming Pool where few fans, or even mundanes, trav
eled. I finally located the site, but the door was 
locked—it was a half-hour past the announced start. 
As I began to wend my way back to the
convention area, Suzi came tripping down the stairs. 
She snared a Security Person and had the door unlock
ed and began to get set up for the game. In reason
ably short order Elan Litt strolled in, then Sue Levy 
and a few others. At times we had a list with over 
five waitees for a slot, and much tall: was made of 
getting another table set-up (there were two as it 
was, one for us low-stakes players and
another for the XXXK XXX highrollers). The game broke 
up around 4:15, and though I was tempted to sit down 
again when Doris Becarich—Mike Glicksohn's housemate 
—decided she might as well play for awhile just when 
we were all getting set to leave, I decided I"d lost 
enough and headed straight for the roan and bed.

Martha and Mary went down to the brunch the next morn
ing. I woke up just about the time they were being 
seated in the restaurant. It gave me plenty of Pri
vate time to wash up, dress, and pack up. I was al
most finished when Martha returned. .She had left a 
note for me on the washstand about having an extra 
suitcase that I could use. I couldn't figure out why 
she thought I'd need ore. Must've been precognition, 
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as the nylon material on ny suitcase ripped at the top 
seam as I was packing. I was whip-stitching it when 
she came in. Martha and Mary had given me a bundlle 
of sweaters as a gift, and Martha had returned a re
cord album I'd loaned her, along with three others 
she had already taped and a replacetent for the loan
er, which had shown a glitch when Hank had gone to 
tape it. She also passed on a six-pack of cans of 
pineapple juice which hadn’t been opened over the week
end. Despite passing out a five-inch stack of zines, 
I was caning heme with more stuff than I'd left with... 
I definitely could use the suitcase after all. (It 
also was Martha’s devious way of trying to entice Dave 
and I into caning to Cedar Lake for a visit.)

Tine next few hours were spent in saying our farewells, 
playing a few hands of poker in the con-suite, saying 
more farewells, passing out zines, saying even more 
farewells, waiting for a keg of beer to be brough^in, 
and—you guessed it—saying farewells. Bowers, who 
was still huckstering, sent Larry Tucker to announnce 
his imminent departure somewhere around four o'clock, 
and this time it was ny turn to say good-bye. Which 
I did in short order (I hate good-byes).

The trip back, barring a few places where the road was 
turned into a temporary skating rink, was non-eventful. 
We left about 4:30 and got home about 10:45. Allow
ing for a stop in Findlay for supper, the ride back 
took about the normal time. Bill—oops, Biff lugged 
up ny borrowed suitcase, chatted briefly with Dave, 
and I poured myself a drink. I was Home.

Overall, it was a good con—despite the lack of any 
such indication in this sort-of report. Saw many fans 
I hadn't seen in months, got ny share of ego-boo and 
fannish strokes, laughed a lot and, except for a short 
period after that fan panel, didn't get depressed. If 
anything, the only thing I could complain about was 
that it seemed too short—as if I were there for only 
a single day. That's not enough time, at all.



Speaktig of Language
By William E, Lasher

KT^ngliah grammar b the most 
M boring, useless subject I 

JL~Jknow." That waa my opinion 
whan I was in high school, Even now I 
avoid using terms like “verb" and “ob
ject" in writing about language, because 
they seem uninteresting or unclear to 
many people.

- But many of the letters I receive ask 
questions about English, questions that 
use terms like "subject" and “noun" as 
though these terms are an important 
part of the language.

Perhaps it’s time to set the record 
straight. One reason English grammar is 
confusing Is that its terms are confused. 
And one reason it’s boring is that, tradi- 

it has had little to say.
The way we’ve been taught grammar 

has relied on our learning a number of 
terms that often make no sense. For 
example, take these two sentences: 
“John swatted the flies” and "The fliea 
were swatted by John." We are expect
ed to Identify a different subject for 
each, sentence. But is that Important to 
out understanding of the sentence?

What we really need to know is who 
ewdtted whet, and feat’s perfectly dear 
in both cases. Our grammar teachera 
tend to emphasize form instead of 
meaning. They’re ramcemed that the 
subjects ate different We’re concerned 
with the fact feat tab sentences mean 
the same thing.

’ Another problem wife feh concern 
for form came to light in a tetter 1 re
ceived recently. The writer asked why 
we use fee "possessive” In phrases like 
’•Cincinnati’s Pete Rose.” Cincinnati 
doesn’t own Pete Rose, he pointed out

We’ve been told so much about 
forms like fee possessive that we begin 
to believe whet we hear. It doesn’t 

mean possessive; that’s just the term 
grammarians use. What it means can 
vary from sentence to sentence, but it 
does Indicate a relationship between 
two things—like “the baby’s book”— 
that doesn’t exist otherwise—as in "fee 
baby book."

The names of forms like the posses
sive can be misleading, and the way 
they’re used by grammar teachers can 
be downright wrong. For example, they 
tend to confuse ths term “tense”— 
which describes form—with “time"— 
which refers to meaning. “I leave 
tomorrow" Is art example of present 
tense belt future time.

Aside from fee mistakes they might 
make, grammar teachers do us anomer 
disservice. By making their “grammar" 
the basis for understanding English, 
they’ve left most people out of any dte- 
cuwion of their language.

English is not an elitist Imsguage; 
only Ite grammarians would have ub be
lieve that If ws don’t know fee buzz 
words like “gerund” or "adverb,” we’re 
not allowed to discuss fee language. 
That leaves the majority of English 
speakers silent when they really have 
goHJefeing to say.

Who am listen to a child teaming 
English and not marvel? And who 
wants to restrain himself when fee child 

"What day fete te?” Why should 
we worry about grammar when some
one fa learning it right before our eyes?

If knowing grammar means knowing 
& bunch of terms, I think we can do 
without It If knowing grammar means 
knowing how to speak a language—and 
we all do—then we can keep it. "

William B. L&shsr is an siaetsciafa psofessor 
of English at the University of Cincinnati. 
His Bald is linguistics.
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